
PAPER FOR WRITING CHINESE CHARACTERS

Free printable resources to help you write better Chinese. Rice Grid. Chinese character practice paper containing a grid
that resembles the character for rice, ç±³.

You can change the stroke sequence style on the worksheet setting to show the stroke sequence of the
character on top of the character writing boxes. The Zhuyin symbols were derived from Chinese characters but
they are not Chinese characters themselves. Among other premium member only features, a premium member
can generate worksheets for more than characters at a time. Like generating worksheets of regular Chinese
characters, you can provide your own custom definitions and change the worksheet settings as you like. That
is, only the pinyin and English definition show on the worksheets. The most common example of this is Pleco
, which offers on-screen writing when reviewing characters. Optionally, click the Save button to save the
character list, including the customized definition and Pinyin, to the server for future use. You need to enable
the worksheet option Do not show the radical components of the traceable characters to allow the students to
fill them in. You can also change the row or column spacing. The main advantage with this method is that if
being able to write Chinese on paper is your goal, it makes sense to practise just that. All you need to do is to
enter the symbols and then hit the Print button. The title is required to save the list to the server for future use.
I personally use mental writing and Skritter the most. Writing in your mind â€” This is the next step in the
abstraction process and it works even if your nemesis captures you and cuts your hands off. Writing on screen
with feedback â€” This is an approach that has only been around for a few years and the only program I know
that does this well is Skritter. The standard basic settings show how things can be laid out. The basic settings
the characters are set to fade automatically across from strong to almost invisible across the page later in the
advanced settings you'll see this under gradual face selected. The settings are self-explanatory. Use method 3
above instead. For the advanced Chinese worksheet tools, you can choose the size of the paper, whether it is
portrait or landscape, the size of the rows, if you add titles to the page so for example My Character Sheet
Number 1 etc. Only reading and typing â€” Many native speakers mostly read and type Chinese rather than
write it by hand. The downsides are that it costs money. To help Chinese students to identify and learn how to
write the radical of a Chinese character, you can create Chinese character worksheets without showing the
radical components of the characters. Since all these components are common, imagining the writing of this
character is pretty easy. You enter the Chinese text that you want and then you can get custom PDF Chinese
worksheets to practise your Chinese characters. However, this is not entirely true, because writing on the
screen allows more direct comparisons to model characters and will thus improve the chances of spotting
errors. Leave this field empty if you're human: Share this The advantage here is obvious, it gives you feedback
on your writing, which makes it both more fun and more effective as a learning method. Optionally, change
the default worksheet settings. Because Chinese character strokes are not regular Chinese characters, they
cannot be entered or displayed in the character box of this page. You can use this tool to generate Bopomofo
worksheets as well.


